
WHITE MALE PRIVILEGE IN PUNK ROCK
This list is about available choices, written for those who are 
interested in other perspectives. There is a higher probability that 
white males can relate to some or all of these points than people of 
other race/genders. These items are not conclusive or exhaustive. I am a 
non-white female, imagining these from past experiences. 

§ I can be around/near people of my race and gender if I seek to.
§ I can organise events targeted towards, or that are inclusive of, my 
race/gender without difficulty.
§ I can hang out with, or make friends with, people of my race/gender if 
I want to, especially those with similar subcultural interests.
§ I can go to a show knowing for sure that there will be someone of my 
race/gender there.
§ I can spend time with people who have had shared experiences, childhood 
customs and similar family values, if I choose to.
§ I don't have to change the way I speak or communicate, for the benefit 
of people who aren't my race or gender.
§ I can be fairly sure that members of the punk scene with the most 
social capital are of the same race or gender as me.
§ I can start a band entirely of people of my race/gender if I feel like 
it.
§ If I look at punk or hardcore historically (or even currently!), I 
don't find it difficult to relate to, or to feel "a part of".
§ I can be sure that my presence in a band, space or collective would not 
be tokenistic.
§ I am never asked to speak as a representative of my gender or race, or 
to answer questions on behalf of people of my race or gender.
§ If someone from another race/gender chooses to write their songs about 
their experiences, I can listen but also disassociate from the subject 
matter if I want to. If I don't engage, there is no effect or penalty in 
my social environment.
§ If I write about my personal experiences in my lyrics, I can be fairly 
sure that they won't be seen as whining or coming from a petty victim 
mentality.
§ I can be sure I'm fairly represented in lyrics, zines, reviews, web-
sites and interviews in and around hardcore punk.
§ I can be certain that my race/gender won't be fetishised or exoticised 
in a social situation, or in a band, etc.
§ People probably won't ask me where I'm from, or tell me that I speak 
English very well.
§ I can play music without others linking my skill level to my race or 
gender. I can play well without being regarded as "good example" of my 
race or gender.
§ I can hold a microphone or play an instrument onstage without the 
concern of being sexualised.
§ I can walk onto a stage without worrying about how appealing or 
acceptable my body or face looks.
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§ People probably won't tell me that I "play guitar really well" or 
"sing really brutally", for someone of my race or gender.
§ I can take it for granted that people of my race/gender don't have 
barriers to picking up an instrument, playing in front of other 
people, or performing on stage.
§ I might be less inhibited (perhaps financially too) than people of a 
different gender/race to start a band, distro, label, collective, 
rehearsal space or recording studio.
§ I can be fairly confident that I will be treated like a legitimate 
musician when I walk into a music shop or recording studio, and not be 
talked down to, or completely ignored.
§ I might be more able to access or buy expensive, "better". louder or 
MORE equipment than people of a different race/gender.
§ I might have been encouraged or not condemned by family whilst 
growing up, to play in a band, or spend my time writing music.
§ I might not give others an opportunity to learn, practice or 
exercise their knowledge regarding mixing, recording, sound equipment, 
drum gear, pedals, amps and instruments.
§ I might feel comfortable taking up a lot of (physical, aural, 
temporal) space in social interactions.
§ I can feel comfortable about getting wasted or aggressive at a show, 
without considering how it might affect or intimidate others, or 
result in one’s personal space feeling violated.
§ I am less likely than people of other race/genders to ponder or 
analyse the power dynamics, interactions, or possible control or 
domination I have in a situation.
§ I might not feel shy about being louder than others, which includes 
yelling or screaming as a frontperson, or turning my guitar wayyyy up 
to an obnoxious volume.
§ I feel comfortable that "DIY" is an empowering premise, forgetting 
that some struggle to even get to the "D", that that itself can be 
quite intimidating.
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The following from Peggy McIntosh are particularly relevant:
§ I can go home from most meetings or organizations I belong to 
feeling somewhat tied in rather than isolated, out of place, 
outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance, or feared.
§ If my day, week, or year is going badly, I need not ask of each 
negative episode or situation whether it has racial overtones. 
§ In proportion as my racial group was being made confident, 
comfortable, and oblivious, other groups were likely being made 
unconfident, uncomfortable, and alienated. Whiteness protected me from 
many kinds of hostility, distress, and violence, which I was being 
subtly trained to visit, in turn, upon people of color. 


